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                       Topic of the week: (Click for details) 

Who are we?  
Gilani’s Gallopedia is a weekly digest of opinions in a 
globalized world. It provides a one window access to 
Global Opinion Polls on a weekly basis. It is produced by 
a team of researchers led by Dr. Ijaz Shafi Gilani, and is 
a not for profit public service. It is co-edited by 
Mohammad Zubair and Sara Salam. 
 
Our name reflects the rapid pace at which global polls are 
brought to the community of pollsters and other 
interested readers. Gilani’s Gallopedia is not related to 
any polling agency and makes its selection from any 
publically available poll based on its relevance to our 
reader’s interests. Over the years it has reported polls 
conducted by over 350 agencies and institutions.  
 

Contact Details: 
Sara Salam 
Assistant Manager 
Gilani Research Foundation 
Email: sara.salam@gilanifoundation.com 
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       Asia Zone 
MIDDLE EAST& NORTH AFRICA; WEST ASIA; SOUTH ASIA; NORTH ASIA;  

    EAST ASIA 

 MENA 

472-1 Palestinian-Israeli Pulse (Click for details) 

A majority of Israelis and just under half of Palestinians still support the two state solution 

in principle, but under half on both sides support the detailed framework for its 

implementation.  However, despite mutual fear, distrust and pessimism regarding the 

likelihood and feasibility of the two-state solution, a majority of Palestinians and Israelis 

may support comprehensive peace agreement that ends the conflict if offered additional 

symbolic or concrete incentives. (PSR) 

February 16, 2017 
2.3 Foreign Affairs & Security » Palestine/ Israel Conflict  

 

 SOUTHEAST ASIA 

472-2 Philippines: Net Personal Optimism at Very high +45; Net Optimism about the Economy at Very 

high +43; Net Gainers at Very high +16 (Click for details) 

(Philippines) The Fourth Quarter 2016 Social Weather Survey, done on December 3-6, 2016, found 48% of 

adults expecting their personal quality of life to improve in the next 12 months ("Optimists"), and 3% 

expecting it to get worse ("Pessimists"), for a Net Personal Optimism score of +45 (%Optimists minus % 

Pessimists), classified by SWS as very high. (SWS) 

February 17, 2017 
3.1 Economy » Perceptions on Performance/ Well-Being 
 

 

Euro Americas Zone 
   EAST EUROPE, WEST EUROPE; NORTH AMERICA; LATIN AMERICA  

& AUSTRALASIA 

 EAST EUROPE 

472-3 Ukraine: Employment And Working Conditions Of The Ukrainian Working-Age Population (Click for 

details) 
(Ukraine) According to the research carried out by the Sociological Group "Rating" in 

December 2016, 60% of the respondents were employed, 40% - unemployed. Among the 

unemployed, one-third (32%) – pensioners, 27% – housekeeping and childcare, 13% – 

students, 21% – unemployed and looking for work, 6% - unemployed and not looking for 

work. (Ratings) 

February 17, 2017 
3.3 Economy » Employment Issues  
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 WEST EUROPE 

472-4 Best before Britain: how far past foods’ best-before dates are people willing to 

go? (Click for details) 

(UK) Nearly eight in ten Brits will eat bread after the best before date, but just a third for 

fish. (YouGov) 

February 16, 2017 
4.7 Society » Morality, Values & Customs / Lifestyle  

 

472-5 Most Brits have told three or fewer people “I love you” (Click for details) 

(UK) With lovebirds across the land preparing for their Valentines dates this evening, a new YouGov survey 

finds that most Brits have only told three or fewer people that they love them. (YouGov) 

February 12, 2017 
4.7 Society » Morality, Values & Customs / Lifestyle 

 

472-6 UK: Health Security Survey for the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation (Click for details) 

(UK) An Ipsos MORI survey on behalf of the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation shows online adults in the UK 

and Germany are more concerned about the spread of infectious disease than they are about war with other 

nation states. (Ipsos Mori) 

February 18, 2017 
4.11 Society » Health 

 

472-7 Europe still seen as most important relationship for Britain (Click for details) 

(UK) A majority of Britons say Donald Trump should have been invited for an official state visit although 

should not give a speech in parliament. (Ipsos Mori) 

February 17, 2017 
2.12 Foreign Affairs and Security >> Bi/Tri-lateral Relations 

 

472-8 Theresa May’s honeymoon continues as Jeremy Corbyn still struggles with public approval (Click for 

details) 
(UK) Theresa May continues to have strong backing from the British public according to Ipsos MORI’s latest 

Political Monitor. The new poll reveals that the Prime Minister’s honeymoon is yet to end with more than half 

(53%) of the public satisfied with her performance (up 8 points). One in three (36%) said they were 

dissatisfied with her (down 3 points) leaving Ms May a net satisfaction score of +17 (up 11 points). (Ipsos 

Mori) 

February 16, 2017 
1.2 Domestic Politics » Performance Ratings 

 

472-9 UK: Concern about the NHS jumps to the highest level since 2003 (Click for details) 

(UK) The January 2017 Ipsos MORI/Economist Issues Index shows increasing public 

concern about the NHS, with almost half (49%) of the British public considering it to be one 

of the biggest issues facing Britain. Concern has risen nine percentage points since 

December, and is now at the highest level recorded since April 2003. Fieldwork occurred 

between 13th and 26th January 2017. (Ipsos Mori) 

February 15, 2017 
4.11 Society » Health 
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 NORTH AMERICA 

472-10 In First Month, Views of Trump Are Already Strongly Felt, Deeply Polarized 
(Click for details)  
(USA) Less than a month after Donald Trump took office, the public’s initial impressions 

of the new president are strongly felt, deeply polarized and far more negative than 

positive. (Pew Research Center) 

FEBRUARY 16, 2017 
1.2 Domestic Politics » Performance Ratings 
 

472-11 African immigrant population in U.S. steadily climbs (Click for details) 

(USA) African immigrants make up a small share of the nation’s immigrant population, but their overall 

numbers are growing – roughly doubling every decade since 1970, according to a new Pew Research Center 

analysis of U.S. Census Bureau data. (Pew Research Center)  

FEBRUARY 14, 2017 
4.8 Society » Immigration/Refugees 

 

472-12 Most Americans Support NATO Alliance (Click for details) 

(USA) While President Donald Trump has previously questioned the relevance of NATO, 80% of Americans 

say the alliance should be maintained. This is up from 64% when Gallup last asked Americans about their 

views on NATO in 1995, and the highest reading since Gallup first asked the question in 1989. (Gallup USA) 

February 17, 2017 
2.8 Foreign Affairs & Security » International / Regional Organizations 

 

472-13Trump Job Approval 21 Points Below Average at One-Month Mark (Click for details) 

(USA) President Donald Trump's 40% job approval rating about one month into his presidency is 21 

percentage points below the historical average rating for elected presidents in mid-February (61%). It is also 

11 points below the lowest mid-February reading for any other president. (Gallup USA) 

February 17, 2017 
1.2 Domestic Politics » Performance Ratings 

 

472-14 Top US Foreign Policy Goals: Stem Terrorism, Nuclear Weapons (Click for details) 

(USA) Preventing future acts of international terrorism (85%) and the spread of nuclear weapons 

(84%) remain Americans' top foreign policy goals in 2017, with more than four in five rating each of these as 

"very important." Nearly as many say securing adequate supplies of energy for the U.S. (80%) is a very 

important foreign policy goal. (Gallup USA) 

February 17, 2017 
2.4 Foreign Affairs & Security » Terrorism 

 

472-15 Houston Falls From No. 1 to Tie for Last in Job Creation (Click for details) 

(USA) Houston and Hartford, Connecticut, rank last among the 50 largest U.S. metro 

areas on Gallup's Job Creation Index. That marks a swift reversal for Houston, which had 

topped the list in the 2012-2013 report. Salt Lake City is first in the rankings, based on 

2016 data, with a score of +45. (Gallup USA) 

February 15, 2017 
3.3 Economy » Employment Issues  
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472-16 Israel Maintains Positive Image in U.S. (Click for details) 

(USA) As Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and U.S. President Donald Trump 

meet in Washington, D.C., on Wednesday, 71% of Americans have a favorable view of 

Israel and 27% an unfavorable view. That represents the fourth straight year that Israel's 

favorable rating has been 70% or higher. (Gallup USA)  

February 15, 2017 
2.12 Foreign Affairs and Security >> Bi/Tri-lateral Relations 
 

472-17 Americans Tepid on Palestinian Statehood (Click for details) 

(USA) As President Donald Trump talks about reaching a peaceful resolution of the Israeli-Palestinian 

conflict that is "good for all sides," a new Gallup poll finds the American public closely split over one of the 

Palestinians' longtime demands -- Palestinian statehood. Currently, 45% of Americans support establishing an 

independent Palestinian state on the West Bank and Gaza Strip while 42% oppose it. This follows years of 

significantly more Americans supporting than opposing Palestinian statehood. (Gallup USA) 

February 13, 2017 
2.3 Foreign Affairs & Security » Palestine/ Israel Conflict 

 

472-18 Americans Split on Trump's Handling of Economy (Click for details) 

(USA) Americans are split almost evenly on their views of President Donald Trump's handling of the 

economy, with 48% approving and 47% disapproving. Of four key focuses of the new administration, the 

economy is the only issue with more Americans approving than disapproving. (Gallup USA) 

February 14, 2017 
1.2 Domestic Politics » Performance Ratings 
1.3 Domestic Politics » Governance 

 

472-19 US Economic Confidence Down, but Still Positive (Click for details) 

(USA) Americans are slightly less confident in the U.S. economy than they were in late January, but they 

remain positive overall. Gallup's U.S. Economic Confidence Index averaged +7 for the week ending Feb. 12. 

(Gallup USA) 

February 14, 2017 
3.2 Economy » Consumer Confidence/Protection 

 

472-20 Americans Say Trump Keeps Promises, Is Strong Leader (Click for details) 

(USA) Majorities of Americans believe President Donald Trump keeps his promises, is 

a strong and decisive leader, and can bring about changes the country needs. Trump 

scores worse on other characteristics and qualities: Less than half of Americans 

perceive him as honest and trustworthy, able to manage the government effectively, 

inspiring confidence and caring about the needs of people like themselves. (Gallup 

USA) 

February 13, 2017 
1.2 Domestic Politics » Performance Ratings 
1.3 Domestic Politics » Governance 
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472-21 CETA: As support softens, Canadians still back trade deal with Europe 5-to-1 over those who 

oppose it 

(Canada) Ahead of Prime Minister Justin Trudeau’s visit to Brussels to mark the expected 

European Parliament vote to ratify the Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement 

(CETA), the latest public opinion survey from the Angus Reid Institute finds slight 

majority support for the deal among the Canadian public. (Angus Reid) 

February 15, 2017 
2.8 Foreign Affairs & Security » International / Regional Organizations 
2.11 Foreign Affairs and Security >> Trade  

 

 AUSTRALASIA 

472-22 New Zealand Consumer Confidence eases to 127.4 in February (down 1.3pts) 

(New Zealand) Consumer sentiment continues to shine brightly; the headline index eased a tad in February 

while the seasonally adjusted estimate lifted. (Roy Morgan) 
February 16 2017 
3.2 Economy » Consumer Confidence/Protection 

 

472-23 Kids Now Spend More time online than watching TV 

(Australia) Well, it’s finally happened: Australian kids now spend more time using the 

internet than watching television, Roy Morgan’s Young Australians Survey shows—but 

when it comes to at-home entertainment, TV still reigns…for now. (Roy Morgan) 

February 2017 
4.16 Society » Entertainment  
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Topic of the week: 
African immigrant population in U.S. steadily climbs 

This page is devoted to opinions of countries whose polling activity is generally not known very widely or where a recent 
topical issue requires special attention. 

African immigrant population in U.S. steadily climbs 

FEBRUARY 14,  2017  

 

African immigrants make up a small share of the nation’s immigrant 

population, but their overall numbers are growing – roughly 

doubling every decade since 1970, according to a new Pew Research 

Center analysis of U.S. Census Bureau data. 

There were 2.1 million African immigrants living in the United States in 2015, up from 

881,000 in 2000 and a substantial increase from 1970 when the U.S. was home to only 

80,000 foreign-born Africans. They accounted for 4.8% of the U.S. immigrant population in 2015, up from 

0.8% in 1970. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The growth is evident among recently arrived immigrants. When compared with other major groups who 

arrived in the U.S. in the past five years, Africans had the fastest growth rate from 2000 to 2013, increasing by 

41% during that period. (Africans are also a fast-growing segment of the black immigrant population in the 

U.S., increasing by 137% from 2000 to 2013.) 

http://www.gilanifoundation.com/homepage/globalopinion/472.htm#472-43-24
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The transatlantic slave trade beginning in the 16th century brought hundreds of thousands of enslaved 

Africans to the U.S., but significant voluntary migration from Africa is a relatively new trend.  

One factor behind this recent wave can be traced to the Refugee Act of 1980, which made it easier for those 

fleeing conflict-ridden areas, like Somalia and Ethiopia, to resettle in the U.S. Back then, less than 1% of all 

refugee arrivals were from Africa, compared with 37% in fiscal 2016, according to figures from the U.S. State 

Department’s Refugee Processing Center. Statistics from the Yearbook of Immigration Statistics confirm this 

point. Among the top 10 countries by refugee arrival in 2015, four were in Africa: Somalia, the Democratic 

Republic of Congo, Sudan and Eritrea. (The data in this analysis predates executive action on immigration in 

early 2017.) 

 

African immigrants from the sub-Saharan region are also more likely than immigrants overall to enter the U.S. 

through the diversity visa program – an act passed in 1990 to encourage immigration from underrepresented 

nations. This legislation was initially intended to boost the number of Europeans migrating to the U.S., but 

many Africans have also benefited from the initiative. 

http://www.pbs.org/wnet/african-americans-many-rivers-to-cross/history/how-many-slaves-landed-in-the-us/
http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2015/09/30/how-u-s-immigration-laws-and-rules-have-changed-through-history/
http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2016/06/01/5-facts-about-the-global-somali-diaspora/
http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2017/01/30/key-facts-about-refugees-to-the-u-s/
http://www.wrapsnet.org/admissions-and-arrivals/
https://www.dhs.gov/immigration-statistics/yearbook/2015/table14
http://www.pewsocialtrends.org/2015/04/09/a-rising-share-of-the-u-s-black-population-is-foreign-born/
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Foreign-born Africans come from all over the continent, but the largest countries of origin for African 

immigrants are Nigeria, Ethiopia, Egypt, Ghana and Kenya. These five countries accounted for half of the 

foreign-born African population in the U.S in 2o15. 

African immigrants to the U.S. are more likely to settle in the South (39%) or the Northeast (25%), than in the 

Midwest (18%) or West (17%), while the largest numbers of African immigrants are found in Texas, New 

York, California, Maryland, New Jersey, Massachusetts and Virginia. Each of these states is home to at least 

100,000 foreign-born Africans. 

In other states, Africans represent a higher percentage of the foreign-born population than the national 

average. Fueled by the state’s sizable Somalian-born community, 21% of Minnesota’s foreign-born population 

is from Africa. Many refugees from Sudan, Somalia and Ethiopia have settled in South Dakota (Ethiopians are 

the largest immigrant group overall there). Africans make up around 15% of South Dakota’s foreign-born 

population. They also account for a substantial share of the overall immigrant population in several other 

areas, some examples being Maryland, North Dakota, Vermont and Washington, D.C. 

Source: http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2017/02/14/african-immigrant-population-in-u-s-steadily-

climbs/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://kut.org/post/african-immigrants-increasingly-call-austin-home
http://www.startribune.com/new-somali-refugee-arrivals-in-minnesota-are-increasing/281197521/
http://rapidcityjournal.com/news/south-dakota-black-population-doubles-in-past-decade/article_8741888e-5ade-11e0-aeb5-001cc4c002e0.html
http://www.pewhispanic.org/2015/09/28/from-ireland-to-germany-to-italy-to-mexico-how-americas-source-of-immigrants-has-changed-in-the-states-1850-to-2013/
http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2017/02/14/african-immigrant-population-in-u-s-steadily-climbs/
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Gilani’s Gallopedia (2007-2017) 
A Quantitative Analysis 

A quantitative analysis of global polls monitored during the 8 year period January 2007 – January 2014 

 

 
KEY STATISTICS 
 

1- Number of Surveys (a selection on key political and social issues):  ~ 6,805 polls 

 during the period 2007-2014 

 

2- Subjects of Interest (we have made a list of 125 subjects, further grouped into 9 broad categories, namely: 

Governance, Globalization (inclusive of global economic issues) Global Conflicts (conflict zones), Global 

leaders (USA and Emerging powers), Global Environment, Family, Religion, and other miscellaneous 

 

3- Number of countries covered by one or more surveys:  ~ 178 

 during the period 2007-2014 

 

4- Number polling organizations whose polls have been citied:  ~ 358 

 during the period 2007-2014 

 

 


